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1st Anniversary: With this issue I'm
beginning my second year with UFO and TFrags. I appreciate all of you who have
made me feel at home and the helpful
comments of my work and also hopefuly the
helpful comments I've given on your work.
Projects: I've scheduled the 4th issue of
Valiant Efforts for May so you shouuld see
some more adventures of the Golden
Protector and Street Fury this Spring. I've
also worked on the first issue of The Blue
Boy Chronicles a 48-page magazine devoted
to the Fawcett era Captain Marvel Jr. Now
my proofing editors have it and it should be
published in the not too distant future.
Reviews: This time around I'm not
reviewing specific UFO pubs but with 50
Panels and Why They Work we have a
current UFO member, a recent UFO member
and a UFO fan getting together for an
ambitious comic s critiquing session. Also
the SelfPublisher Magazine produced by
Ian Shires is noteworthy on several fronts
not the least being that Ian was UFO
chairman some 20 years or so ago.
Welcome: I'll take this opportunity to
welcome new member David Branstetter to
UFO and T-Frags. Hopefully I'll have a
review of David's application zine, Straw
Man #10 next issue.
50 Panels And How They Work by Dan
Burke, Larry Johnson and Mike Tuz (2012).
Here are the things I like about this book.
Great concept, beautiful design, delivered on
the premise presented. Dan Burke discusses
in his introduction what this book is and
what it isn't. He mentions that these aren't
necessarily the greatest panels ever drawn in
comic books. While the title says 50 panels
there are actually 51 numbered panels and
137 images. For example, under silhouette
there are 27 images and under The Art of
Conversation there are 19 images. Burke
defines the book as a "talk" or "chat" not a
"lecture" or "text book" however all three of
the reviewers give excellent insights into
why the panels under discussion function
well and get their story telling job done.
Burke does acknowledge the limitations of
just examining one panel taken out of its

narrative context. There are example of
several panels, even some complete pages
that show the story context. Dan mentions
that "The three authors have a life-long love
of making comics and practicing he form."
These are good credentials and each
reviewer supplies abundant analytical proof
of that "life-long love."
Each reviewer has a unique voice and the
compliment each other well. Mike does good
analysis of how specific visual elements of
the panel interact with each other. Larry
makes some valuable comparison to fine
artist such as Edgar Degas. Dan Burke does
a number of diagrammed panels showing
force lines/arrows that depict the eye motion
trajectory the artist drew into the picture.
Perhaps the most interesting discussions take
place when Mike, Larry and Dan disagree
with each other. The charm of the old Siskel
& Ebert motion picture review TV program

was when the reviewers got into
"fights/arguments" with one another over
specific technical or thematic aspects of a
specific movie. Larry shows his stuff when
he denounces many of the "silhouette"
panels as "Ridicilous, "even offensive,"
"corny", "kind of weird", "Awful,",
"absolutely stupid" and other descriptors.
Mike, ever the peacemaker, comes to the
rescue by saying Larry looks at these
samples with a "literal" eye where he sees
them "as abstract devises for creating visual
contrast or setting mood…"
Perhaps the most insightful series of panels
and analysis was the conversation section
(pp. 134-150) where the three critics each
pointed out often subtle visual cues that
made each panel emotionally successful.
Most of the panels are from an EC story
penciled by Johnny Craig. Larry compared
this "quite" talking head panels (yet they
convey emotions very well) with a Degas
family portrait masterpiece, the Bellini
Family (p. 150).
Most of the example were from 1945 to
1960. With the exception of the Steranko
panel, several panels from the obscure mid1960s short-lived Harvey super heroes and
some equally obscure examples from 1940s
Harvey and Quality Comics most of the
panels seem to be from the 1950s. The most
frequent reoccurring example is from the EC
science fiction story "Down to Earth" by
Wally Wood. Jack Kamen and Jack Davis
also receive some very deserved attention.
There are also panels from the work of Matt
Baker, Joe Orlando, Russ Heath, Jack
Sparling, Norman Maurer and uncredited
humor cartoonists who worked on strips like
Harvey's Little Audrey and others.
There is no Alex Raymond, no Milton
Caniff, no Harold Foster, no Roy Crane, no
Lou Fine, no Will Eisner, no Jack Kirby, no
Steve Ditko, no Harvey Kurtzman, no Alex
Toth, no Joe Kubert, no Mort Meskin, no Gil
Kane, no Carmine Infantino, no Russ
Manning, no John Buscema, no Jess Marsh,
no Frank Frazetta, no Al Williamson, no
Angelo Torres, no Bernie Krigstein, no Carl
Barks, no CC Beck, no Walt Kelly and none
of the guys who've drawn comics since 1968
like Bernie Wrightson, Mike Kaluta, John
Bryne, Richard Buckler, Dave Cockrum,
Don Newton, Jim Lee, Jim Starlin, Barry
Windsor-Smith, Dave Gibbons, Jerry
Ordway, Frank Miller, George Perez, Brian
Bolland and not any of the current

generation like Alex Ross, Steve Epting,
Gary Franks, Dan Jurgens, Aaron Lopresti,
Ivan Reis, Ethan Van Sciver and many, many
others.
My suggestion is to publish a "Son of 50
Panels" and tackle examples from the
masters of the medium like those mentioned
above. Now that our three reviewer amigos
have sharpened their analytical knives on the
relative obscure (Wally Wood being
excepted) it is time for them to launch into
the main course.
Nitpick: The comic book/story where the
panel examples were taken from was not
indicated. The name of the comic, issue
number, year published, would have been
helpful. Also there was spotty reference to
who the artists were.
Self Publisher Magazine #59 (Oct. 2012)
Thanks to recently departed member Dan
Burke I found out that Ian Shires was a
former UFO chairman. Ian is now putting
out called SelfPublisher Magazine (perhaps
this is a revival).
First interview with Everett Soares, creator
of Sky Pirates. Ian Shires gives a thorough
introduction to Sky Pirates ofValendor
before launching into a brief interview with
the writer Evereet Soares. This is a good bio,
book intro and interview. There are several
pages of Sky Pirates comic (humanoid
animal buccaneers) that follow with very
good art by Brian Brinlee and Alex Rivera.
Next is an informative interview with
Moonstone Book's Tim Lasiuta by Amy
Letts. This is a well done PR interview.
Moonstone publishes prose anthologies as
well as comic books from licensed
properties like Zorro, Green Hornet, The
Lone Ranger, Honey West, the Avenger and
so on. Lasiuta is specific on what the
company is trying to accomplish, who their
readership is and what they want to do in the
future. Next up is an interview with Darren
Worrow a British writer, cartoonist,
illustrator and designer. Ellen Fleisher, Self
Publisher copy editor conducts an interview
with Worrow where he discusses his
childhood introduction to comics, his teen
years and early projects like Toonedelic
Times and current offerings like the Hex
Factor. Worrow output seems to be primarily
in the horror genre. Next up is Ian Shires
discussing the state of small press
distribution. This is a helpful article which
only shortcoming is it not be comprehensive

the layout is somewhat clunky ("serviceable"
is the term Shires uses) SelfPublisher
Magazine delivers the goods and it is a free
download pdf.

(Hopefully I'll review SelfPublisher
Magazine #60 in the next issue of TFrags.)

in the sense that all the information for the
author was not forth coming for the article
deadline. Some of his distributor contacts
were too late or did not respond to his
queries. However Shires makes a good
attempt to cover this important subject with
discussions of DriveThru Comics, Ka-Blam
and others. Next Jennifer Walker reports on
two Kickstarter campaigns and gives advice
on how to develop a successful Kickstarter
campaign. Next up is an interview with Ohio
musician/comic book artist Brian Latimer.
Jay Savage gives some good advice on how
to interact with the public in "Presenting
Yourself".
Following this is a short letter column and
several pages of a manga-style/teenage band
web comic called Sparkshooter by Troy
Brownfield and Sarah Vaughn. Following
this are more pages of comic samples
including "Glyf" by Marshall Couture,
"Veggie Dog Saturn!" by Jason Young and
Surprising Comics by Mark Davis and
Stuart Berryhill. THis is followed by a short
story "The Last Great American Salesman"
by Daniel Nathan Horn and the issue is
concluded by a small press comics review
section (works by the late Luisa Felix and
Jim Main are included). Most of the short
reviews are done by publisher Shires.
This issue of SelfPublisher does contain
helpful information (the distribution and
Kickstarter articles and a sampling of small
press comics circa late 2012). Even though

Tales of Fantasy #60 January 2013, Larry
Johnson.
This issue again deals with the adventures of
the planet hopping Jesse Stuart. Larry and
Mike Tuz decided to have Stuart set down on
a new planet rather than continuing the
storyline from TOS #55. Apparently Jesse
escaped the embrace ofthe plant woman.
With this story I am getting a fix on what
Johnson (and Tuz) are trying to do with the
character. Back in my column in T-Frags
#224 I mentioned that my ideas concerning
comic book science fiction were heavily
influenced DC's Strange Adventures (plus
Mystery in Space) and the EC science fiction
comics. I believe that Jesse Stuart fits well
within the basic assumptions ofthese comic
book predecessors. Sometime ago I got the
first volume ofDC Showcase Presents:
Strange Adventures which is filled with short
graphic stories (6 to 7 pp) from 1955-56.
Many ofthese stories centered on a single
normal human protagonist using his
intelligence and wits to solve sci fi problems
from alien invasions and other world
threatening dilammas. In 1958 Julius
Schwartz and Gardner Fox created Adam
Strange. Adam was the "thinking man's "
hero. In each story he was transported by the
Zeta beam to the planet Rann where every
time he confronted a menace which he
defeated by quick ingenuity and mental
resourcefulness. His incentive to make so
many trips to Rann was the be with the
beautiful Alanna (later wife). While it seems
clear that Jesse Stuart owes some debt to
these earlier characters the basic assumptions
for Jesse's new planetary adventures goes
back much further at least to the 8th century
BC. The poet Homer write the post-Iliad
adventures ofthe wandering hero, Odysseus
(or Ulysses). At the conclusion ofthe Trojan
War Odysseus embarked on a 10-year journey
back to his home land and the arms ofhis
beloved wive Penelope. During this sea
voyage Odysseus encountered many perils as
he went from island to island including Circe
the witch who turned men into pigs, the giant
Cyclops and the entrancing Sirens. Likewise

Jesse Stuart travels from planet to planet
where he encounters various adventures and
trials during his quest to return to Earth. Since
I have arrived late to these tales I don't know
if Jesse has a Penelope to return to or not. If
so she doesn't seem to weight too heavily on
his mind.
Johnson's art style in some ways resembles
the early DC stories. The power of Johnson's
art is that it is very clear and simply and he
incorporates skillful panel-to-panel layouts
into the narrative. The over all inking is
fairly light and airy similar to these old
Strange Adventures yarns. There are other
artistic nods to classic artists. The Dacto
robot with his caterpillar tracks reminds one
of some of the robots Russ Manning devised
for Magnus Robot Fighter. The anti "who
man" black plated robot was similar to Gort
from the original "The Day the Earth Stood
Still" movie. Their ships resembled black
chocolate Kisses.
There are several themes run through this
story. One is the philosophy of the
destructiveness of man. This destructiveness
ended in the annihilation of all human life on
the planet and even guaranteed that if humans
should again set foot on this world they
would also be destroyed. A very harsh and
chilling moral tale indeed. Another theme is
the loneliness of Jesse Stuart. Stuart only
wants to get back to his home on Earth. This
also reminds one of the theme of Star Trek:
Voyager. This loneliness theme is reflected in
Dacto, Stuart's companion robot who along
with artificial intelligence must have some
programmed emotions. Dacto, though
unwilling to admit it, was even looking for
robot companionship. The issue of cloning an
entire race from Stuart is raised much to his
consternation.
This story brings forth a host of meaty issues.
Perhaps the different between those old DC
tales which were symbols of humanistic
modernism and self-sufficiency Stuart seems
to go with the flow of the story and more or
less "lucks out" rather than discovers the
solution, by his own wisdom and acumen, to
the problem at hand. While I again can't agree
with, at least my perceptive of the
philosophical message, it was presented in a
much more subtle manner than in the
previous Jesse Stuart story (TOS #55).
Perhaps in some ways the conclusion of this
story resembles the often downbeat endings
many of the old early 1950s EC yarns from
Weird Science and Weird Fantasy.

Bio-Speak 7

As mentioned in prior BioSpeaks as a
child my family took frequent trips from
our home in northwest Washington to
visit relatives in western Colorado. My
family was a churchgoing family and on
these trips we visited churches attended
by my relatives. One congregation in
Delta, Colorado I have memories of was
the First Baptist Church. This church
gave out take home Sunday School

papers to the kids called Sunday Pix
published by David C. Cook. Perhaps
the most significant thing about Sunday
Pix was they serialized the Bible in
comic strip form. I later found out that
the art was done by Andre LeBlanc.
This art set a high standard in comic
strip adaptations of the Bible. LeBlanc
worked with Will Eisner (on the Spirit)
and was well know for a comic strip
called Intellectual Amos (in Quality's
National Comics). The Sunday Pix Bible
strips were later collected into book
form called the Picture Bible. On several
occasions I got permission from David
C. Cook to use Picture Bible art for a
magazine I designed for a faith based
nonprofit I worked for in the 1980s and
1990s. Several years ago comic artist
and former Kubert School instructor
Sergio Cariello redid the art and it is
now called the Action Bible which sells
very well at comic conventions.

